The minimally invasive surgery of the hip saw during last years its share in the surgery hip to progress it in a considerable way. This book co-written by eminent specialists studies these mini-invasive approaches in the various anatomic accesses of the articulation. Most accesses are illustrated by diagrams, drawings in colors, photographs and radiographies. One can regret the absence of unit of the operational drawings whose quality is variable, but which nevertheless keeps all a real didactic character.
The former minimally invasive approach for total prosthesis of hip begins the book and is based on the absence of any muscular or tendinous section, illustrated with splendid operational drawings.
The various accesses make him continuations, all with bibliographical good reference points and discussions.
This very didactic work takes point of the modern approaches for arthroplasty of the hip, and it will consolidate each surgeon who has already made his choice and will allow that which, curious, wants to initially change to be able to do it in all full knowledge of the facts.
